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Abstract— Man has needed and used energy at an increasing 

rate for the substance and well –being since time immemorial. 

Due to this lot of energy resources have been exhausted and 

wasted. Proposal for the utilization of waste energy of foot 

power with human locomotion is very much relevant and 

important for highly populated countries like India where the 

railway stations, temples, air ports, bus stand, etc., are 

overcrowded all round the clock. Nowadays energy and 

power are the one of the basic need in this modern world. 

Energy demand is increasing day by day. On the other hand, 

the many energy resources are getting exhausted and wasted. 

Millions of people move around. This whole energy is 

wasted. If this energy made possible for utilization then it will 

be a great invention. In this project we are converting non-

conventional from just walking footstep into electrical 

energy. This project uses simple drive mechanism such as 

rack and pinion assembly. The control mechanism carries the 

rack and pinion, D.C. gear motor, gear, shafts, plates and 

multi-meter to show output. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the availability of conventional energy declines, there is 

need to find alternate energy sources. All most all the state 

electricity departments in our country, they are unable to 

supply the power according to the demand.  

 There by an alternative source must be discovered, 

many peoples proposes for solar energy, but it is going to be 

a costliest, moreover availability of solar energy is poor 

particularly in rainy and winter seasons. 

 Hence an alternative cheapest method must be 

determined for few applications: consequently this project 

work has been taken up, which is aimed to generate electricity 

from footstep mechanisms. 

 Out of the many alternative energy resources, this 

technology described in this project report is the ultimate 

source of all known forms of energy. It is clear, safe, and does 

not pollute the environment and thus will be extremely 

reasonable alternative in the days to come. As there is 

tremendous increase in the crowd, the load applied on the 

footstep by the people, it generates non-stop energy, which 

can be stored and utilized. Here the concept is to convert the 

mechanical energy into electric energy. 

 Non- conventional energy system is very essential at 

this time to our nation. Non-conventional energy using 

footstep needs no fuel input power to generate the electrical 

power. In this project the simple drive mechanism such as 

rack and pinion assembly mechanism is used for generating 

power by utilization of force which is obtained during the 

walking on the steps is converted into electrical energy with 

the help of mechanical system. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Electricity is the most general forms of energy used across the 

world. The conversion of the pressure or force energy in to 

electrical energy. The power generation is very high but The 

initial cost of this system is high. There is no need of power 

from the mains and these system is eco-friendly. [1] 

 It is very useful at the crowded places and on all 

roads and as well as all kind of foot step which is used to 

generate the electricity. Maintenance and lubrication is 

required time to time. Power is not generated during return 

movement of rack. [2] 

 There are three methods of footstep power 

generation namely piezoelectric method, rack and pinion 

method and fuel piston method comparatively and found that 

the rack and pinion mechanism is more efficient with 

moderate cost of operation and maintenance. [3] 

 This whole human/ bio-energy being wasted if can 

be made possible for utilization it will be great invention and 

crowd energy farms will be very useful energy sources in 

crowded countries. [4] 

III. OBSERVATONS 

From the above literature review we found that the non-

conventional resources available are about to extinct. So, 

there is need of working on renewable resources for fulfilling 

future needs. 

 The rapid depletion of natural resources and fossil 

fuels has led to the development of alternative sources of 

energy. The conventional sources of energy are non-

renewable, cause pollution, not sufficient to meet the growing 

demand. In order to the reduce dependence on fossil fuels for 

energy generation, renewable energy plays a critical role. 

Now a day electricity consumption is highly increasing. 

Because of increases population and electrical equipment. 

The world relies on coal, crude oil, and natural gas for energy 

generation.  

 However, using some natural energy resources such 

as solar panels, windmills helps to overcome this problem, 

but there are some limitations like the solar energy needs sun 

light for the generation of energy. In windmill the birds and 

bats are killed by the blades. The major issue of natural 

energy resource is the cost. The initial cost and maintenance 

cost is high which is not affordable for all peoples. 

 To overcome above reasons it is necessary to do: 

“Design and Development of electric power generation from 

Foot Step” 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The downward movement of the plate results in rotation of 

the shaft of an electrical generator fitted in the device to 

produce electrical energy. The top plate reverts back to its 

original position. The upper plate is mounted on two springs 
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the weight impact is converted into electrical power with 

proper control unit. 

 The spring and rack & pinion arrangement is fixed 

below the footstep which is mounted on base. Spring system 

is used for return mechanism of upper plate after release of 

load. The shaft along with pinion is supported by end 

bearings. The terminal of gear motor is connected to lightning 

LEDs or bulbs.  

 
Fig. 1: Methodology Proposed 

 A gear is provided there also. A gear is coupled to 

the shaft The pushing power is converted into electrical 

energy by proper driving arrangement. 

 Statistical analysis algorithms can be used to 

discover performance trends and predict future behaviour. 

The researcher tried to predict the future system load 

conditions of a resources by considering different measures 

obtained from the load monitoring systems of   servers. These   

raw data is extremely variable and dynamic which makes it 

difficult to forecast the behaviour of future resource measures 

and deduce a clear pattern or trend about the system load 

behaviour of a resource. We can apply load prediction 

algorithm based on linear regression model to predict system 

load trends.   

 

 
Fig. 2: Concept diagram of Idea 

V. ADVANTAGES 

 Produces electricity efficiently. 

 It is an inexpensive source of all known forms of energy. 

 It does not pollute the environment. 

 It can be easily maintained. 

 Simple construction, mature technology. 

 No manual work necessary during generation. 

 Energy available all year round. 

 No fuel transportation problem. 

 No consumption of any fossil fuel which is non-

renewable source of energy. 

 Reliable, Economical and Eco-friendly. 

 No need of fuel input. 

 This is non-conventional system. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The project work falls under the subject of non-conventional 

energy resources, out of the many alternative energy 

resources one dependable source is solar energy, but it is quiet 

costliest affair. Therefore, alternative cheapest source is to 

generate electricity from footstep. There is no need from 

mains and is less pollution in this source of energy. 

 It is very useful to places all roads and as well as all 

kind of footstep which is used to generate the non-

conventional energy like electricity. 

 It is able to extend this project by using same 

arrangement and construct in the foot step so that increase the 

power production rate by fixing school, college, railway 

stations etc.   

 This technology proven here is the ultimate 

inexpensive source of all known forms of energy. When it is 

implemented practically, this power can be utilized for many 

applications. If we are used this project at very busy stairs 

place then we produce efficient useful electrical power for 

large purposes. Our important advantage of producing energy 

through this technology is that it does not pollute the 

environment. 
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